
Check Out george floyd criminal 
History  

The death of a black man in the US shocked the world in 2020. George Floyd, who was 
killed by a police officer, made it to the headlines of every country. Many people protested 
after that incident but the rap sheet of him made people started doubting . To know more 
about george floyd criminal history, read on.  
 
According to the Houston Chronicle, Floyd received a five-year jail sentence in 2009 as part 
of a plea agreement for the 2007 allegation of aggravated robbery with a deadly weapon. 
After being released from prison, one of his friends in Houston, Ronnie Lillard, told the BBC 
that he got involved in his neighbourhood ministry, Resurrection Houston. "Big Floyd," as he 
was known, "embraced his own life change [and] he was looking about at his community," 
determined to better himself and his neighbourhood. 
 
The June 1, 2020 letter from Kroll, who Snopes was unable to contact for this report and 
who retired in early 2021, sparked a flurry of online claims about Floyd's alleged arrests and 
imprisonments prior to his death. These claims regarding george floyd criminal mostly 
came from people who appeared to be looking for proof that either the Minneapolis police 
officer who choked Floyd was acting within the bounds of justice or that memorials to him 
were not necessary.  
 
The right-wing commentator Candace Owens made several allegations about Floyd's past 
and the circumstances that led to his death in an approximately 18-minute video that has 
received over 6 million views. Her claims were among the most widely shared. 
 
In conclusion, the most of the reported crimes and times are true, with the proviso that Floyd 
was found guilty of theft in 1998 rather than armed robbery. Not all of the crimes resulted in 
prison time, but rather jail sentences. There is also no evidence that suggests a woman 
involved in the 2007 charge was pregnant. It was a serious one in george floyd criminal 
history. 
 
George Walker, a former assistant coach at the University of Houston who was chosen to be 
the head coach at what is now South Florida State College, took notice of Floyd's height and 
strength on the basketball court. High school administrators and Floyd's mother persuaded 
him to attend the school, even though it was in a small town and a 17-hour drive away. After 
living in Avon Park for two years, Floyd spent a year there before moving back to Houston 
and his mother's apartment to look for work in the construction and security industries.  
 
In a police sting in Houston in February 2004, Mr. Floyd was detained for selling $10 ($A14) 
worth of crack. He admitted admission to a drug charge and was imprisoned for 10 months 
and it was another addition to george floyd criminal history. Mr. Abbott faces numerous 
primary opponents from the extreme right, and his continued silence over a possible pardon 
for Mr. Floyd has led Ms. Mathis and others to wonder if political motives are at work. That 
accusation has received no response from his office. 
 
Larcenia Floyd, also known as Ms. Cissy in the neighbourhood, embraced her son's 
childhood pals and offered their apartment as a haven when their lives became hard. Ms. 
Cissy took the kids after a neighbour was imprisoned for drug offences regarding george 
floyd criminal. 
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With the exception of other Black men, Floyd's 46 years of encounter with police have been 
unusually frequent. According to survey results from the Bureau of Justice Statistics from 
2015, the majority of interactions between the general public and police in the United States 
start and end without incident. However, for Black Americans, those interactions are more 
likely to occur frequently throughout the year, to be initiated by police, and to involve the use 
of force. This should give you an idea about george floyd criminal. 
 


